13th May 2022
Spending remains flat in April as consumers watch their pockets




Consumers made the most of the extended Easter Break with spending across hotels,
restaurants, and pubs up.
Consumers’ average daily spend increased in April, despite transacting less.
Online transactions down 4% in April while digital wallet transactions rose

Spending remained flat in April as the increase in the cost of living started to impact consumers’
pockets, up only 0.41% overall during the month. On average, consumers spent over €80 million a day
on cards throughout April – the same amount spent per day in March, however the amount of
transactions in April declined by two million as consumers spent more per transaction.
However, that did not stop consumers making the most of the extended Easter Break, with spending
across the hotel (+19%), restaurant (+9%) and pubs (+4%) sectors all up during the month.
While Dublin accounted for the highest amount of overall hotel spend during the month of April, it
was coastal destinations that saw the highest increase in spending, with Donegal up 27% followed by
Sligo (26%) and Kerry (25%).
The data was compiled from over one million card transactions carried out by Irish consumers during
April 2022 and has been anonymised and aggregated. All comparisons are based on April versus March
unless otherwise stated. Data provided by AIB features one of the most comprehensive and accurate
data sets on consumer spending in Ireland. Based on this data, AIB can also reveal that:







Online transactions were down 4% during April while digital wallet transactions rose again, up
8% on March as the digital payment method continues to increase in popularity.
Spending on airlines (-3%), electronics (-4%) and health and beauty (-3%) all fell during the
month, while spending on groceries (+1%) and hardware (+1%) remained relatively flat.
Meanwhile, spending on clothing was up (+11%).
Spending among those under the age of 25 was down during the month (-2%). However
spending among all other age groups was up during the month, with the highest increase from
those between the age of 55 and 64, (+4%).
Irish consumers spent over €63,000 per hour in the hotel sector in April 2022.

John Brennan, Head of SME at AIB said ”April consumer spending was flat overall when compared with
the previous month. Consumers also transacted over two million times less than March despite
spending the same amount. This means that their average transaction was higher during April, likely
due to bigger ticket spend over the Easter break. The hospitality and staycation sector enjoyed a
positive April with school holidays driving a rise in consumer spending in seaside towns and hotels
across the country.”
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Notes to the Editor:
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Analysis includes approx. 1.1B AIB Credit and Debit Card transactions.
Limited to completed personal customer instigated debit transactions.
Retailer location details are derived from free text fields on a best efforts basis (populated for
approx 99% of spend). It is populated where there were >5 merchants operating within a specific
sector over the previous year.
Sector details are populated by the retailer and may not always represent the category the
merchant is operating within.
Data from specific card readers, credit cards and transaction types cannot always be captured
accurately. These transactions (<1% of spend) are omitted from this report.

